
Haltwhistle & District Angling Association 

Map of fishing at Haltwhistle 
 

 
OUR WATER IS MARKED IN ORANGE 

You can park where you see the blue car on the map  
 

USEFULL CONTACTS - Secretary : David Stobbart phone 01434 607478 

                                                  Chairman: Walter Eals Phone 01434 320666 or 321818 

Rules : No bait fishing is allowed from the Camping & Caravan Club campsite at the Park Burn Foot down 

to  Haltwhistle railway station . It is illegal to fish 25 Metres upstream of and 95 Metres downstream of the 

Alston Arches during September and October. 

 

This map overlaps with the Featherstone one. To get to the water at Wydon Farm [Postcode NE49 0LG] turn south 

off the Haltwhistle bypass at the sign for Alston, Coanwood and Halton-Lea-Gate, then immediately turn right and 

bear right over the bridge., down the lane, over the Tippalt Burn and a cattle grid. You can now swing off the road 

to the left and park beside the fence. It is a short walk to the river. There is lots of good fishing upstream but if the 

water is too high to cross as you work your way upstream you will have to leave the river to get around cliff faces. 

You can also park at the old single lane bridge at river house on the north bank, then cross the river and fish the 

south bank all the way down to the lower bypass bridge. Alternatively you can park on the south bank at the old 

bridge opposite the railway station [Postcode NE49 0HY]. The bridge is reached by turning north off the bypass 

opposite the Plenmeller turn off close to the Alston Arches. There are two good pools back up to the single lane 

bridge and two more good pools downstream to the Arches. There is a little water below the arches but see the rules. 

On the north bank there is a half mile beat downstream from the Alston Arches to the Haltwhistle Burn. There is a 

nice pool at the bottom of the stretch. You can park close to the Arches in or close to the Hadrian Enterprise Park. 

car park [Postcode NE49 0EX].  


